
 
Rules for Skit Competition 

A skit is a short performance in which the actors make fun of people, events, 
and types of literature by imitating them. 

 The Theme of the Skit had been bifurcated into two  
 Satirical theme any 
 Any social message e.g “Beti Bacho Beti Padao” or “Respect your parents” 
 Language- Hindi/english 
 The team participating in the skit should have a minimum of 3 members and 

a maximum of 8 members.  
 The teams will be allowed a maximum of 2 minutes to prepare the stage and 

10 minutes to perform. 
 The Props will be arranged by the teams themselves (General furniture like 

table/chairs will be made available at event venue). 
 The teams are free to select the theme/story/script of the skit. The script will 

have to be discussed with the event Coordinators before the event.  
 No use of slangs and un-parliamentary language in the skit, 



 The Competition will be judged on the basis of the script, facial expressions, 
and creative use of props, stage mannerism, co-ordination, voice modulation 
and overall performance. 

 Final ratings shall be decided by aggregating points awarded by a panel of 
judges. 

 In case of any dispute, decision of the organizers of the event shall be final 
and conclusive 

 Your skit is subjected to changed, cancelled or modified dependent on the 
necessity and decision of coordinators. 

 Only the best 2 skit will be selected from each institute depending on the 
judgment of coordinators and selectors within. 

 Students must give their names to the respective coordinators assigned 
within your own Institute 

 Last date for online registration is 10/12/2022 

 

 
Cordinators  

1. Viqar agha   (9889246084) Era College of Pharmacy 
2. Mrs Anjali.(9670908839) Era College of Nursing 



3. Ms Pooja Sharma (8299252306) MHA, Faculty of Science 
4. Mr. Hamd Khan (9795990731) BRIT, Faculty of Allied and Health 
5. Mrs Neelam Yaadav (9717215388) Era College of Pharmacy 

 
 

  


